Abstract. Neighborhood based rough sets are important generalizations of the classical rough sets of Pawlak, as neighborhood operators generalize equivalence classes. In this article, we introduce nine neighborhood based operators and we study the partial order relations between twenty-two different neighborhood operators obtained from one covering. Seven neighborhood operators result in new rough set approximation operators. We study how these operators are related to the other fifteen neighborhood based approximation operators in terms of partial order relations, as well as to seven non-neighborhood-based rough set approximation operators.
Introduction
Pawlak [4] introduced rough set theory in order to deal with uncertainty in data systems due to incompleteness. Originally, an equivalence relation on the universe of discourse was used to describe the indiscernibility between elements. A generalization of rough sets is obtained by replacing the equivalence relation by a neighborhood operator (e.g. [11] ). Another generalization results from considering a covering instead of the partition of equivalence classes ( [12] ).
In [3] , twenty-four neighborhood operators obtained from one covering were studied. It was shown that the collection reduces to thirteen different operators. Moreover, it was discussed that two rough set approximation operators which were originally not introduced regarding a neighborhood operator are actually neighborhood based. In particular, they are related to the inverse operators of two of the thirteen neighborhood operators. In this article, we continue the study on inverse neighborhood operators in order to obtain new rough set approximation operators. We discuss nine inverse neighborhood operators, of which seven result in new rough set approximation operators. Furthermore, we study partial order relations between twenty-two neighborhood operators on the one hand, on the other hand partial order relations between twenty-nine approximation operators. Partial order relations between different approximation operators yield information on the accuracy of the approximation operators, i.e., upper approximation operators which yield smaller values will achieve higher accuracy, and therefore, they induce more accurate approximations of a concept.
The outline of this article is as follows. In Section 2, we present preliminary concepts. In Section 3, we introduce nine neighborhood operators and discuss the partial order relations of twenty-two neighborhood operators. In Section 4, the partial order relations of seven new approximation operators with existing rough set approximation operators are discussed. Finally, conclusions and future work are outlined in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we assume that the universe U is a non-empty set. Originally, Pawlak [4] used an equivalence relation E to discern elements of the universe of discourse. Two fundamental concepts in rough set theory are the lower and upper approximation of a set A ⊆ U . These concepts describe the elements certainly and possibly belonging to A:
where U/E represents the set of equivalence classes defined from E. The first equality in Equations (1) and (2) is sometimes called the element based definition, while the second one is called the granule based definition [10] . Many generalizations of Pawlak's rough set model can be found in literature. In [10] , a survey on dual generalizations is presented. A pair of approximation operators is called dual, if for all A ⊆ U , apr(co(A)) = co(apr(A)).
Equivalence classes can be generalized by neighborhood operators. A neighborhood operator N is a mapping N : U → P(U ), where P(U ) represents the collection of subsets of U . It is often assumed that the neighborhood operator is reflexive, i.e., x ∈ N (x) for all x ∈ U . Given N , we define its inverse neighborhood operator N −1 by x ∈ N −1 (y) ⇔ y ∈ N (x) for x, y ∈ U . Each neighborhood operator N yields a dual pair of approximation operators (apr N , apr N ) defined by
for A ⊆ U ( [10] ). The approximation operators generalize the element based definition stated in Equations (1) and (2) . A particular neighborhood of x is the afterset R(x) of x determined by a binary relation R: R(x) = {y ∈ U | xRy} ( [11] ). Generalization of the granule based approximation operators can be obtained by replacing the partition U/E by a covering of U . Let I be an index set, then 
Given a covering C, we are interested in the sets K ∈ C such that x ∈ K. Let C be a covering of U and x ∈ U , then the neighborhood system C(C, x) of x is defined by C(C, x) = {K ∈ C | x ∈ K} ( [10] ). Moreover, the sets
are called the minimal [1] and maximal [14] description of x. They can be seen as the two extreme neighborhoods of x. If we apply the intersection and union to these neighborhood systems, we derive four neighborhood operators based on coverings [10] :
In addition, [10] considered five different coverings derived from a covering C:
When combining the four neighborhood operators and the six coverings (one original and five derived ones), then we obtain twenty-four combinations [3] , it is stated that there are only thirteen different groups of neighborhood operators. These groups are shown in Table 1 . Besides equalities between neighborhood operators, [3] studied partial order relations between the operators. Hence, the
Lattice of the neighborhood operators
Lattice of the inverse neighborhood operators lattice given in Figure 1a with respect to the partial order relation ≤ was established: let N and N be two neighborhood operators, then N ≤ N if and only if ∀x, y ∈ U : x ∈ N (y) ⇒ x ∈ N (y). Moreover, it was stated that other covering based approximation operators which are not originally defined according to Equations (3) and (4), can be described with neighborhood operators. Let C be a covering, then the upper approximation operators H C 3 [8] and H C 5 [13] are defined as follows, let A ⊆ U , then
We have the following proposition:
Let C be a covering and A ⊆ U , then
Therefore, H 
Neighborhood Operators
Proposition 1 suggests that it is interesting to study the inverse neighborhood operators of the operators stated in Table 1 . In this section, we discuss which inverse neighborhood operators are new. Moreover, we study the partial order relations and add them to Figure 1a . 
Inverse Neighborhood Operators
To study the inverse operators of the thirteen neighborhood operators from Table  1 , we first observe that the operators N Proof. If N = N , then there exist x, y ∈ U such that y ∈ N (x) and y / ∈ N (x). Hence, x ∈ N −1 (y) and x / ∈ N −1 (y). Thus,
Combining the above two observations, there are nine possible new neighborhood operators. We need to check whether any of the inverse operators coincides with one of the thirteen known groups. However, this is not the case. Here we illustrate that the operator A −1 is different from the operators A-D. Other counterexamples can be obtained similarly. Hence, we obtain twenty-two neighborhood operators stated in Table 2 . For each group X, we denote X −1 for the group of inverse operators from X.
Partial Order Relation for Neighborhood Operators
The objective of this section is to obtain a Hasse diagram containing the twentytwo neighborhood operators from Table 2 with respect to the partial order relation ≤. First, we present the following proposition:
Proposition 3. Let N and N be two neighborhood operators such that N ≤ N , then
Proof. Let N ≤ N , then for all x, y ∈ U it holds that y ∈ N (x) ⇒ y ∈ N (x). Hence, x ∈ N −1 (y) ⇒ x ∈ N −1 (y) for all x, y ∈ U and thus,
Hence, the comparability of the inverse operators follows immediately from the comparability of the thirteen original neighborhood operators. Based on Proposition 3 and Figure 1a , we obtain the lattice for the inverse neighborhood operators in Figure 1b 
Proof. Immediate consequence from H ≤ I (Fig. 1a) and H ≤ I −1 (Fig. 1b) .
Other partial order relations do not hold. In the next example we illustrate that the operator A −1 is incomparable with A and B. Other counterexamples can be established analogously. Therefore, we obtain the Hasse diagram of the twenty-two neighborhood operators of Table 2 in Figure 2 . Note that there is a clear symmetry. The neighborhood operator K yields the largest neighborhoods, while the operators A and A −1 yield the smallest.
Hasse Diagram of Approximation Operators
In this section, we discuss the Hasse diagram of different upper approximation operators defined in literature. In Section 4.1, we first discuss the element based approximation operators generated by the neighborhood operators stated in Table 2. In Section 4.2, we will discuss the partial order relation of other upper approximation operators which are not related with one of the neighborhood operators of Table 2 .
Fig. 2: Hasse diagram of thirteen neighborhood operators and their inverses
The study of the partial order relation of upper approximation operators gives an indication on the accuracy of the dual pair of approximation operators. This accuracy is often given by the ratio of the cardinality of the lower and upper approximation operator |apr| |apr| ( [4] ). By duality it holds that
Therefore, smaller upper approximation operators yield higher accuracy.
Element based Approximation Operators
The results stated in Section 3.1 can be used to define new element based approximations operators, since they are only equal if the generating neighborhood operators are equal: given two neighborhood operators N and N , then apr N = apr N if and only if N = N ( [3] ).
As discussed in Proposition 1, the approximation operators based on the neighborhood operators of groups A −1 and E −1 are H C 5 and H C 3 , respectively. However, the approximation operators related to the other seven inverse neighborhood operators are not yet established in literature.
Moreover, the partial order relation between two neighborhood operators yields immediate results for the order relation between the corresponding approximation operators: if N ≤ N , then for all A ⊆ U , apr N (A) ⊆ apr N (A) ( [7] ). Therefore, the Hasse diagram of the upper approximation operators apr N is identical to the Hasse diagram of the neighborhood operators N given in Figure 2 .
From Figure 2 , we derive that the approximation operators based on the neighborhood operators from groups A and A −1 have the highest accuracy amongst the element based approximation operators based on neighborhood operators from Table 2 . Moreover, the approximation operators based on neighborhood operators from groups B, C, E, F , M and their inverse operators have 
Partial Order Relations of Other Approximation Operators
In [3] , the partial order relations with respect to other approximation operators than the element based approximation operators are discussed as well. These approximation operators are stated in Table 3 . We shortly recall their definition here and study their partial relations with the approximation operators based on
The partial order relations with the other element based approximation operators were already discussed in [3] .
The approximation operators 1-4 are called tight covering based rough set approximation operators ( [2] ). The operator apr C is obtained by replacing the partition U/E in Equation (1) by a covering C ( [5] 
Note that the tight covering based approximation operator based on C 3 is equal to an element based approximation operator: apr
The pair of approximation operators (apr S∩ , apr S∩ ) is an example of a closure system based pair [10] . Let S ∩,C be the intersection closure of the covering C, i.e., the minimal subset of P(U ) containing C, ∅ and U which is closed under set intersection, and let 
). Both operators were proposed in the so-called non-dual framework of approximation operators [9] .
In order to extend the Hasse diagram of the element based approximation operators with these seven other covering based approximation operators, we need to study the partial order relations between these seven operators, and the seven element based approximation operators based on the inverse neighborhood operators
However, there are no new partial order relations than the ones established in Figure 2 and [3] as illustrated in the next example. Therefore, we obtain the Hasse diagram of twenty-nine upper approximation operators in Figure 3 , where we have highlighted the new rough set approximation operators. Observe that we denote the upper approximation operator apr N with the letter of the associated neighborhood operator N .
Concerning the accuracy of approximation operators, we see that the pairs of approximation operators which are not based on neighborhood operators (Table  3 ) achieve high accuracy in general, but lower accuracy than the approximation operators based on A and A −1 .
Conclusion and Future Work
Neighborhood operators are fundamental in the research of covering based rough sets since they generalize the equivalence classes in Pawlak's original rough set model. In this article, we have established the Hasse diagram of twenty-two neighborhood operators, of which thirteen are obtained from the combinations N Cj i and nine are inverse operators. Seven of these inverse neighborhood operators lead to new approximation operators.
Moreover, we have discussed the Hasse diagram of twenty-nine different upper approximation operators. Seven approximation operators are not related with neighborhood operators. The Hasse diagram of upper approximation operators enlightens the application perspective of approximation operators, since smaller upper approximation operators yield a higher accuracy. Therefore we conclude that not only element based approximation operators are useful for applications such as feature selection.
However, little research has been done on the application of non-neighborhoodbased rough set models in machine learning. Furthermore, the recent proliferation of approximation operators can bury the intuition to usefulness of the operators.
